
 Discarded Mothers. 

Our voices have been silenced yet again. All focus on legislation Access to files. Access to 

information. All rightly warranted. What about our imprisonment how we entered these institutions 

a question given to the Commission? Answer Society wrong our freedom was taken from us. Our 

State denied us in housing in welfare payments and in my case Abducted from the UK by a religious 

order.  Why are you not asking us the living witnesses our version is it because we do not have a 

social media platform?  We do not have all the resources given to those who pertain to speak on our 

behalf.  Will anyone be brave enough to give us a voice? 

Segregated Mothers 

New Mums and our newborn locked away in cold nurseries. Question 2 for the Commission 

Separated from their real Mothers our babies used and abused by our captives just like their 

Mothers. Only difference is a license of marriage Motherhood is not a partnership of peers. Ask why 

no mention of humanity is there. No mention of the absence of evidence of General Health need of 

dental care Optical care.  How we were ill-treated. Dehumanised so our babies could be taken from 

us. 

Adoption Act 52 

Why were private religious orders allowed to operate outside of the law. Board of management all 

clergy. Clergy pertaining to be social workers. Enforcing signatures from Traumatised frightened new 

Mothers Babies taken away vanished, no explanations no informed legal rights. All these Adoption 

societies sprang up all over this Country all linked to all institutions. No mention in Report just no 

forced adoptions.  

No Support for Irish females 

Citizens of our Country denied all human rights treated with indifference in Baggot Street. Not 

allowed to engage in the Investigative Committee, given no choice but to partake in a Confidential 

Committee to tell their “Story” all content of such taken out of context. Please explain why a note 

taker can ascertain what is relevant for a summery conclusion. What accreditation had anyone in 

Baggot street to decide upon what was published. 

Informed Choices Today 

Only 19 people were allowed give evidence of entire Commission under oath. No break down of how 

many were living witnesses. How many were babies or children or other. No choices given to the 550 

participants many have indicated to me that they were never given a choice.   

Living Bereavement 

I use this description to best describe how we each received a lifelong sentence of grief. Loss of 

innocence, loss of natural journey, loss of Motherhood, loss of support, loss of recognition, loss of 

Duty of Care, loss of respect, loss of care. Loss of Identity. Loss of a Family home. 

I run help and support for many people Mothers Adult Children left behind. No virtual chat rooms 

but real people now with lockdown can’t hold their hands nor look in the eyes but still we keep 

going. All the support each of us deserve. Most Counsellors do not understand this as it was never 

part of their training, The academics the “Experts” the authors the legal do not know of this either. 

Why would they we are not in any text’s books. Our history our experiences have been hidden for so 



long. There is no longitude study to guide any learning mind. We will continue as volunteers to 

provide what our state has declined to provide real help for real people. 

Transgenerational Trauma is very evident. Our Society will continue to suffer in the collective sense. 

Unless you say enough. Acknowledge the wrongs of the past by doing what is right today. Everything 

that has transcended from our past must be addressed today. To deny our past is to deny our 

present a false collective persona leads to a false pretence of our Culture I have faith in the Irish 

People they are no longer in fear of speaking the truth. 
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